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Abstract. In this paper, we discuss multi-type step-wise group
screening in which group-factors contain differing number of
factors. We describe a procedure for grouping the factors in the
absence of concrete prior information, so that the relative testing
cost is minimal. We shall derive an expression for the expected
number of runs in an Hype step-wise group screening design with
unequal group sizes and obtain values of the group sizes that
minimize the expected number of runs.
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1. Introduction. There are investigations where a large number of factors
need to be examined. In such a situation, we have to run an experiment to
identify the influential factors. Once these have been isolated, future
experimentation can then study them in greater derail. By reducing the S!ZC of
the experiment at the screening, one can conserve resources and more efficiently
study the important factors.

The method of group testing was first introduced by Dorfman ([ 943), who
proposed that instead of testing each biood sample individually for the presence

, -61' a rare disease, blood samples be pooled and analysed together.

Watson (1961) introduced the two-stage group screening procedure. This
'method was generalized to more than two stages by U (1962) ::1110 Patel (1962).
In particular, Patel discussed multistage group screening designs in which all the

" factors had the same prior probability of being defective.

The notion of step-wise group screening designs was introduced by Patel and
Manene (1987). Manene et aI. (2002). extended step-wise group screening to
multi-type step-wise group screening designs. They considered the case when
all factors, have the same prior probability of being defective.

The device of using differing group-sizes when prior probabilities differ has
been discussed by Watson (1961). In their article, Otieno and Patel extended the
idea of two stage group screening with unequal prior probabilities to include
situations where no prior information is available, so that no natural partitioning
can be assumed. Odhiambo and Patel (1986) extended the work done by
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however that if a negative test is performed on the (w-I)" individual whilst
searching for the first defective in a defective group, we can infer that the wth

individual is the defective one. On the other hand, if a positive test is performed
on the (w-1 yh individual, the remainder consists only of the wth individual and
only one further test is required.

4. Screening With One Type of Search Steps. Suppose there aref factors to
be tested for their effect. The f factors are divided into a fixed number of first
order group-factors so that the ith group-factor contain k., factors

i = 1,2, ... , g (t k1i = fJ. The first order group-factors are then tested for
1=1

their effects. The non-defective group-factors are set aside keeping the defective
ones separate. Let!!: 1 be the number of first order group-factors found to be .
defective in the initial step. In type one search steps, factors within each
defective first order group-factor are classified as defective or non-defective
using the step-wise group screening procedure.

Let Pi be the a-priori probability that a factor in theith first order group-factor.

is defective and let P;i be the probability that the ith first order group-factoris

defective. Then

rn. I,
1 :

" _ c-

(1- p, )'''li Jli
. ., /

1 _ q;tll

where q, = 1- PI .

(4.1 )

In the initial step, we shall require

R, 1 + g
runs to test the g first order group-factors orthogonally.

(4.2) .

Define a random variable UIi as follows:-

{

u, = 1 if the ill!first order group-factor is defective

o otherwise (4.3)

Then

E ( U Ii ) = p :" n 1 = t. U Ii

i = I
(4.4)
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5. Screening With Two Types. When screening with two types of search
steps, we first divide the f factors into g first order group-factors of unequal

sizes, so that the ith group-factor contains kli factors (f = t kli J. In the
1=1

initial step, the g first order group-factors are tested for their effects in an
experiment. Let!J. 1 be the number of first order group-factors found to be

defective. If the ith first order group-factor (i = 1,2, ... , g) is found to be

defective, then it is divided into g2i second order group-factors each containing

k2i factors so that kli = k2i gu : In type one search steps, the g2i second order
group-factors within a defective ith first order group-factor are classified as
defective or non-defective using the step-wise group screening procedure. In
this case, each second order group-factor is considered as a unit. Type one
search steps are performed for all first order group-factors found to be defective
in the initial step.

Suppose !J.u of the g2i second order group-factors within the ith first order

group-factor are found to be defective at the end of type one search steps, then
the total number of second order group-factors found to be defective from all the

c;.,...
g first order group-factors is equal. '\' U ,"".. .. . "" ..., ... "--·1 ;1--_1

I = "
cr':->

F actors with in eac h 0 f L1:?- >-- [j- .. n -'"\.scconc order ~rv UD- factors are then.-....1
1

1/- l.l
! =

classified as defective or non-defective in type two search steps using the step-
wise group screening procedure .. ""

Let PI be the probability that a factor Il1 the ith first order group-factor IS

defective and P!I be the probability that the ith first order group-factor IS

*defective, Further let p?" denote the probability that a second order group-
~l

factor belonging to the ith defective first order group-factor is defective [hen

* ~jP1i 1 - qi (5,1)

and

k2'1 - qj I

(5.2)

*Denote by P2i I the probability that a second order group-factor is defectiveIIi
given that it is within the ith first order group-factor which is known to be
defective, then
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Let Eg2i ( Rjl) be the number of runs required to classify as defective or non

defective using the step-wise procedure all the second order group-factors within
the ith defective first order group-factor if it contains exactly ildefective second

order group-factors then

E (R) = it g 2 i + i + --=..}..!......, -

g21)' it + 1 'i, + 1 (5.9)

}I = 1,2, ..., g2i

Further let E k; . (R j ) be the number of runs required to classify as defective
_1 2

or non-defective using the step-wise procedure all k2i factors within a second
order group-factor which is known to be defective if it contains exactly i2
defective factors, then

Ek" ( R h) = j2 k"J
.12 + + h +. 1}, +

J}'- '2

k.,-, (5.10)

where /2 = 1,2~ ... , k'li

Denote the number or runs required to classify as defective or non-defective all
the g:: second order group-factors within the ith first order group-factor which

is known to be defective by R/ ' then
. II

cr

14 i~'}\ = ! 4 {\R. \} p Li1\
\ Ii . -1 -u )1 % \J J

)1-

, • .: (5.11)- (- ~J ( 1\ - * * I (, * g2i+
1

)- i-q fJ:a + 11+ fJ:a PJi - 2PJi - p~'-(};; ) J

* *using (5.7) and (5.9) noting q2i = 1-P2i' .The number of runs Rtl required

g

to classify as defective or non-defective all the LU; g2i second order group-
i =1

factors found to be defective in the initial step is given by

(5.12)
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6. Screening With r- Types of Search Steps. In the general case we have the
initial step and r types of search steps. In the initial step, the f factors are
partioned into a fixed number g of first order group-factors, the ith first order

group-factor containing ku factors (i= 1,2, ...,g) (f =if 1~i].These

first order group-factors are then tested for their effects. Let!11 be the number
of first order group-factors found to be defective in the initial step. The ith
(i= 1,2, ... , !J. I) first order group factor found to be defective in the initial step is

divided into g2i second order group-factors each of size k2i (kli = k2i g2i ) .

In type one search steps, the g2i second order group-factors are classified as
defective or non-defective using the step-wise screening procedure. The type
one search steps are performed for each of the !11 defective first order group-
factors.

Suppose !12i second order group-factors from the ith first order group-factor

are found to be defective at the end of type one-search steps. Each of these !J. 21

second order group-factors is divided into gJI third order group-factors each

containinz to' factors t t:\...l L f.! .•1 C {l.3i 1 "ll ...} \, ft.2: 11 " t;1 third order- ••• J 1...... ~,J

group-factors from the: irh defective first order group-factor.

In type two search steps the (J third order group-factors within a defective'03i ::0

second order group-factor from the ith defective first order group-factor are

classified as defective or non-defective using the step-wise screeningprocedure.

This process is repeated for each of the !J. u defective second order group-factor

within the ith defective first order group-factor.

Generally suppose that !1 (r-l)i (r -1yh order group-factors from the

nCr-2)igCr-l)i (r _1)lh order group-factors originating from the ith defective

first order group factor are found to be defective at the end of type (r-2) search
step(s) (I' = 2,3, ... identifying type zero search step as the initial step). Each of

the !J.(r-I)i defective (r _l)'h order group-factors is further divided into gri rth

order group-factors of size k., each (k(r-l)i = kri gri ). In type r-I search

steps, the gri rth order group-factors within a defective (r-1)th order group-factor
originating from the ith defective first order group-factor are classified as
defective or non-defective using the step-wise group-screening procedure. This
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( ).. ( )n.g .-nnmi g(m+I)/ p n(m+l)/ 1- p" m t (m+1)r Cm+l)i
n( In + I) i (m +1) i / 111i (Tn + 1) i

(6.4)

where m = 1,2, ... ,r -1 i= 1,2,· .. .g, and l1(m+l)i = O,1,2,···,l1mJ g(m+l)i

Thus

E (n (m+I)/ nmi, Uli = 1) = n.; g(m+l)i P;m+l)i / mi (6.5)

and

E ( n(m+l)i ) = g(m+l)i P;m+l)i/ mi E [ E (!1mi / !1(m-l)i ,flli = 1)] (6.6)

Using (6.3) and (6.4) recursively in (6.6) we obtain

E (n (Ill + I ) i ) = p~.m + 1) i

m+l

IT
i= 2

oc» ji (6.7)

Let Pg (1m) (m = 1,2,. ..., r -1) be the probability that an rn"
(m .1)1

order group-factor coming from the ithdefective first order group-factor contains
exactly jrn defective (m + 1yh order group-factors, then

D (i \=(1- kmi\-I(g(mdl/) ·jm (1-· V~(m+I)/-jm
1 g(m;l: \J m) \ ~ q; J \ J", P(m+l); \. P(wl)i J (6,S)

'-'J '")" '7" - I! f<-l
J' - .' -, ••• ,.::::.(' • '1 ' t t t - .1. -'-. .••• . •" '~,m -+- 1/ ".

T"'. 1', \, th "'1' t, ," 'h, 'Further let rk . \J r) De t e prouacuiry tnat a dcrccuve r crcer grcup-Iactcr
rt

coming from the jlh defective first order group-factor contains exactly jr
defective factors, then-

ir

Denote by Eg . (RJ' )r= +)1 m
the expected number of runs required to classify' as defective or non-defective all
the (m + l)LIJ order group-factors within a defective mth (rn = 1,2, ... , r-1) order
group-factor originating from the jth defective first order group-factor, then

(
' \ in1f5('m+l\i .

E R ). 1m
g ".L' =. + lrn + .
[m+ly 1m) lm +1 1m+l

2jm
(6.10)
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- .~ Ek . (RJ. ) Pk. (Jr)
Ir = 1 rt r n

= (l-q~rl(kr;+l) +krip;-2p; - p;-I(I_q:rl+1
)]

using (6.9) and (6.11).
If Rt denotes the number of runs required to classify as defective or non-

r
g . . g th

defective all the L UI; n; kr; factors within the LUli Ilri r order
i = I i = I

(6.14)

group-factors found to be defective at the end of type r search steps then
g

Rt = LVI' Ilri E CRt) (6.15)
r i=l l n

Theorem 6.1.Let R be the total number of runs required to isolate all the
defective factors in an r-type step-wise group screening experiment, then

<7 r-l(r~2) k
E(R) = 1+ f + g +! L II (2 _ q>n+I)I)

;=1 m=1 k(m+l)i

I 1_ I!... ,,-I ( . -L k 1 lr _111">'1\ k /\", i I... v , i k ., ".g 'L --'-I ' . i m+ 1/ l , i m+ 1f I I n 71 i In + L!l '
+ "'" ) _II '//7" .! 1- "r"! 1- rt .. } '-I!L. -J k 1 -'-" ; ! ~ L·i I '1; I I'

i = 1 171= 1 lni I ill I' )1 IL '.. j '. J
~kli 11 1- '"l_ 1 {I ~k"+I\l (61/\+ L lr., [1 + Iln Pi = s:p, --:; \ - '1, ) \ ,! {) I

1=I"n L' 1', . --.:r

where kll1i and kri are the sizes of an mlhorder group-factor (m = 1,2, ... , r-I)

and an rlhorder group-factor respectively.

Proof The expected total number of runs is given by

r-l(r~2)
E(R) = R/ + L E(~m)+ E(~r)

m = 1

= 1+ g +E [,t, '-,~\i11 mi E( R,..,)]

[~ ,l
+ E z= Vii n ri E (Rtrl) I

i=1 J
Using (4.2), (6.2), (6.7), (6.8) and (6.14) and simplifying, equation (6.17) yields
equation (6.16). This completes the proof.

(6.17).
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Theorem 6.2. The values of kli' k2i' ... , k; which minimize the expected
number of runs in an r-type step-wise group screening design in which the ith

I first order group-factor contains factors with same probabYty Pi of being

effective, are approximately given by kli-

I (~JitJhJ
I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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and kmi - (6.20)

where i = 1,2, 000,g ;m = 2,3,00 or assuming that Pi'S are small.

Proof For small values of Pi'S the expected number of runs is as given in

equation (6.18). We wish to determine kli' k2i~ ... , k; which minimize E( R)

in equation (6.18) subject to the condition that f Using this

condition in the formular for £( R) we obtain

f1 i7-1(....,

E ( R) ~ 1 + g + i~l k2i Pi + ~~ I ~ (r - 1) klj Pi
. "

kl~ r. 'J+ I I

2k2i ,

I
I

I
I

I
I

...., ( ~-1 '\

.' I 1) ,. -I K' II P+ -~_r - I.J-? Ii g
- " i =1 )

. - -- <7 _ 1 . -- , 2

f - ·~.k1i 1
i = 1

+ Po,)1,.- .::>

-'--'''2i

\.

2 k(m + l)i l
kmi

?k J- (m + I); .

kmi

J
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7. Examples of Screening Plans. In this section we give a few examples of
possible partitions of f = 100 factors into unequal group sizes in an r-type step-
wise group screening design, for r = 1,2,3 and 4. We base our calculations on
corollary 6.1 and theorem 6.2.

We shall use the same number of groups and the same PI'S as used by

Odhiambo and Patel (1986) and compare the expected number of runs required
for the current procedure with the expected number of runs obtained using their
multistage procedure. We shall also compare the expected number of runs
obtained under the current procedure with the expected number of runs obtained
using multi-type step-wise group screening designs with equal group sizes as
given by Manene et al. (2002). c.f. (6.19).

In our calculations we shall assume that PI' p" .'" p" are such that
- 0

P =ma;,\.(pl' P2' P3 , ... , p (7)' In the following tables; we give for illustrative
. n .

purposes only, the group sizes corresponding to given values of r, f, g and p.
We also give the corresponding expected number of runs. We shall use the

. notation below to mean as indicated; .
r - Tstwse r - type step-wise group screening with equal group sizes.
s - SGSu s-stage group screening with unequal group sizes.
S - SGESe s-stage group screening with equal group sizes.

rr.-l")l ~ "7 11 ,(! Lre r ,
One - type step-wise group screening designforf = 100, p = OJ)35 and g = 13.

Here r -= /.

E(R)=22.12.

1 - TStwse
2·- SGSu
2 - SaSe

Pi
I

T.
Kli

1 0.008 -" -. ... .-- -- ... - J5.5623
. -

2 0.009 I J3.8331
.... 0.010 12.4498.J

I4 0.013 9.5768
5 I 0.0 15 I 8.2999
6

I
0.017

1
7.3234

7- 0.020 6.2249
8 0.022 5.6590
9 0.025 4.9799
10 0.027 4.6110
11 0.030 4.1499
12 0.033 3.7727
13 0,035 3.5571

E(R) = 30.69
E(R) = 26.45
E(R) = 36.91
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From tables 7.1 to 7.4 we notice that we can generally achieve a substantial
saving by resorting to group screening with unequal group sizes. We also
notice that a multi-type step-wise group screening design out performs a
corresponding multistage design provided the selected probability interval is as
proposed by Patel (1962) and also given by Odhiambo and Patel (1986). For all
practical purposes, the values of kmi' s given in the tables are to be rounded to
integers. The partitions illustrated in tables 7.1- 7.4 are those used by Odhiambo
and Patel (1986), and are not unique. Generally speaking, the Pi'S should be
selected such that the grouping at each type of the multi-type experiment is as
uniform as possible. We stress the fact that theorem 6.2 is used only as a guide
in partitioning the factors into feasible groups. .
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